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This book was born out of a desire to help teachers teach their students math by being engaged in its study, and by showing teachers how they can custombuild visual examples of some of the concepts they are trying to get across to their students. Microsoft Excel is an extremely powerful spreadsheet with literally hundreds of built-in mathematical, statistical, and other functions to accomplish the mundane calculations encountered in the world of business. However, the Excel program has tools and features hidden in arcane menus that do not enable self-discovery. A person using Excel often thinks, "there MUST be a way to do this, but where would they have hidden it?".

Our hope is that this book will help you to discover more features available in Excel and your students to become better at mathematics by using Excel. If you are also inspired to alter, refine, or completely redesign what you will find in here, even better. And, if you would rather not spend a lot of time trying to learn Excel, you can download all these files in their completed state by going to the “secret” web page at http://www.MrExcel.com/mathfiles/html .

One final note to Mac users: all of our screen shots were done using the Windows version of Excel 2003. Instructions for the Mac should be similar, except that the Windows right-click on the Mac is accomplished by holding down the Control key on the keyboard while clicking on the right mouse button.
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Office Andrology (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2005

	A comprehensive and practice-oriented resource guide to currently available diagnostic and treatment options for male infertility disorders. Topics covered range from basic sperm biology and male reproductive endocrinology, to immunology, specialized sperm testing, and the genetic background to male infertility. The authors emphasize the...
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Big Book of Windows HacksO'Reilly, 2007
Bigger, better, and broader in scope, the Big Book of Windows Hacks gives you everything you need to get the most out of your Windows Vista or XP system, including its related applications and the hardware it runs on or connects to. Whether you want to tweak Vista's Aero interface, build customized sidebar gadgets and run them from a USB...
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Python Web Development with DjangoAddison Wesley, 2008

	Using the simple, robust, Python-based Django framework, you can build powerful Web solutions with remarkably few lines of code. In Python Web Development with Django®, three experienced Django and Python developers cover all the techniques, tools, and concepts you need to make the most of Django 1.0, including all the major...
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America's Most Wanted Recipes - Volume 2RecipeSecrets.net, 2007

	Discover the secret recipes for your favorite restaurant dishes and learn how to make them yourself. This cookbook will teach you the jealously guarded secrets behind actual dishes from billion dollar restaurants - The Cheesecake Factory, KFC, The Olive Garden, PF Chang's, Red Lobster, Hard Rock Cafe... (far too many to list here) and...
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Gaussian Processes for Machine Learning (Adaptive Computation and Machine Learning)MIT Press, 2005
Gaussian processes (GPs) provide a principled, practical, probabilistic approach to learning in kernel machines. GPs have received increased attention in the machine-learning community over the past decade, and this book provides a long-needed systematic and unified treatment of theoretical and practical aspects of GPs in machine learning. The...
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Models and Analysis for Distributed Systems (ISTE)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Verification and hence modeling are a mandatory but intricate problem for engineers

	developing embedded distributed real-time systems that are entrusted with critical

	safety applications like medical care, transportation, energy production, industrial

	processes, military operations. Therefore, while emerging 40 years ago, first for...
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